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Executive Summary 
 
The overall goal of transLectures is to develop innovative, cost-effective solutions for 

producing accurate transcriptions and translations of lectures in VideoLectures.NET and 
poliMedia. This deliverable is devoted to the work done in WP 2.1 ‘Data Extraction’ and WP 2.2 
‘Initial, manual transcriptions and translations’ and describes the data extracted from 
VideoLectures.NET and POLIMEDIA as well as manual transcriptions and translations done 
during the project. This data is crucial for the work in WP 3 ‘Massive Adaptation’ and WP 6 
‘Evaluation’. It will be used for training, adapting and evaluating the transcription and 
translation models. Transcription models will be trained for English, Slovenian and Spanish. For 
translation the following language pairs are worked on: English into French, German, 
Slovenian, and Spanish; Spanish into English and Slovenian into English.    
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1. Introduction 

The overall goal of transLectures (see [1]) is to develop innovative, cost-effective solutions for 

producing accurate transcriptions and translations of lectures in VideoLectures.NET and 

poliMedia. The work reported in this deliverable was done in Task 2.1 ‘Data Extraction’ and 

Task 2.2 ‘Initial, manual transcriptions and translations’. Task 2.1 aims at extracting all relevant 

speech data from VideoLectures.NET and poliMedia as well as slides, accompanying 

documents and relevant, external data resources. The goal of Task 2.2 is to provide in-domain 

datasets for training, adaptation and internal evaluation.  

Acoustic models for transcription systems are trained on huge amounts of transcribed audio 

data, whereas the language models are trained on the transcriptions and further related text 

material. From VideoLectures.NET English and Slovenian lectures are provided for the project, 

whereas Spanish lectures are available from poliMedia. To use this data for the training and 

evaluation of transcription models a small but significant amount of lectures was transcribed 

(Task 2.2). Further text data for the training of language models was gained from 

accompanying slides and external data sources (Task 2.1).  

To train translation systems, parallel corpora for the respective language pairs are needed. In 

transLectures the following language pairs are considered: English into French, German, 

Slovenian, and Spanish; Spanish and Slovenian into English. For the mentioned language pairs a 

small but significant amount of the transcribed lectures was translated.  

The data created and prepared in Task 2.1 and 2.2 will be used throughout the project 

especially for the following work packages: 

 WP 3 - Massive Adaptation  

 WP 4 – Intelligent interaction with users 

 WP 6 - Evaluation 

This document is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the lectures from 

VideoLectures.NET and section 3 the lectures from poliMedia. In section 4 the extraction and 

preprocessing of the transcriptions and further available material is described. Section 5 gives 

an overview of the manual transcriptions and translations available at project start as well as 

the manual transcriptions produced in the first 6 months of the project by DDS.  
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2. Extracted Data from VideoLectures.NET  

VideoLectures.NET is a free and open access repository of video lectures mostly filmed by 

people from JSI at major conferences, summer schools, workshops and science promotional 

events from many fields of Science. VideoLectures.NET is being used as an educational 

platform for several EU funded research projects, different open educational resources 

organizations such as the OpenCourseWare Consortium, MIT OpenCourseWare and Open Yale 

Courses as well as other scientific institutions like CERN. In this way, VideoLectures.NET 

collects high quality educational content which is recorded with high-quality, homogeneous 

standards. 

All lectures, accompanying documents, information and links are systematically selected and 

classified through the editorial process taking into account the author’s comments. The video 

editing is done in-house and is never censored, that is, lectures are never edited in a way 

which would allow content or viewer manipulation. Most lectures are accompanied with time-

aligned presentation slides and some with subtitles. There are also a few audio tracks with live 

translation of lectures. 

All lectures taken in the past few years have permissions to be shown publicly on 

VideoLectures.NET portal. JSI is currently in the process of obtaining the same permissions for 

the remaining lectures taken in previous years. Nevertheless, all lectures have been made 

accessible to the transLectures project. 

Since the number of available lectures is rapidly growing every day and they take up a 

significant amount of space, we have decided to make them available to the transLectures 

project via ftp access to VideoLectures.NET site. We have created a specific username for the 

transLectures project via which all project partners can “mirror” the currently available 

lectures with all metadata (including accompanying slides, extracted audio tracks and 

subtitles). 

The following is the current status of available data on transLectures ftp account on 

VideoLectures.NET: 

 10.753 lectures, of which there are 

o 11.908 videos in one or more of supported formats (.wmv, .flv and .mp4 and 
sometimes .mov) 

o 5.881 videos with synced slides (in .jpg format) 

o 322 videos with subtitles (in .srt and .rt format) 

o 36 videos with live translated audio tracks (in .mp3 format) 

At the moment lectures stored on transLectures ftp account are only lectures with 50 or more 

views. We can easily add all available lectures to the ftp account (currently more than 17800 

lectures), although this could cause problems in mirroring because of the large size of the 

repository (in range of 12 TB). 
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3. Extracted Data from poliMedia 

poliMedia is a platform designed and built at the UPV which is devoted to easily allow the 

creation and distribution of multimedia educational content. It is mainly designed for UPV 

professors to record courses on video blogs lasting 10 minutes on average. These videos have 

been recorded at specialized studios under controlled conditions to ensure maximum 

recording quality and homogeneity. Video presentations are properly post-produced to 

combine the speaker’s body and time-aligned slides. It should be noticed that slides are 

integrated into the video stream and are not available as separated files. 

This platform serves more than 36,000 students and 2,800 professors and researchers, and 

contains a large collection of videos which is growing rapidly. However, most authors retain all 

intellectual property rights, and thus not all videos are accessible from outside the UPV. 

Nevertheless, all videos have been made accessible to the transLectures project. 

A copy of the live poliMedia video repository to an external hard drive was performed 

between November 8th and 10th, 2011. Identical copies were distributed on these external 

hard drives to all partners at the kick-off meeting. This copy of poliMedia includes almost 6,500 

videos accounting for 1,400 hours of material.  Video stream is AVC/H.264 with different visual 

sizes, however 85% of them are 1280x720. Average bitrate ranges from 100 to 1500 kbps, but 

90% are between 500 and 900 kbps. Audio stream is AAC/LC stereo (85%) and mono (15%) and 

sampling rates 48,000 and 44,100 account for 85% of the videos. In the case of audio, 95% of 

average bitrates varies from 30 to 60 kbps. 

Most of the videos in poliMedia were annotated with topic and keywords. More precisely, 94% 

of the videos were assigned a topic and 83% were described with keywords. However, these 

topics and keywords were not derived from a thesaurus, such as EuroVoc. Information about 

topic and keywords for each video, if available, was included in a spreadsheet file also 

provided with the poliMedia copy. 
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4. Preprocessing of Transcriptions and other Available Text 

Language models for transcription systems are usually trained on huge amounts of text. Most 

valuable for language model training are transcriptions of audios from the domain like the 

manual transcriptions produced in Task 2.2. But further text training data from the domain is 

needed. Apart from manual transcriptions, we plan to take the following related text sources 

into consideration: 

 Text extracted from accompanying slides, available for some of the videos from 

VideoLectures.NET and poliMedia. 

 Material downloaded from the internet by searching for documents on the author, 

categories, or keywords of the lectures.   

4.1  Text extraction from slides 
Text material from slides can be very useful for language modeling and language model 

adaptation. The content from the slides has to be automatically extracted and preprocessed, 

which comprises the following steps: 

 Content extraction: Standard extraction tools were used to extract text from the 

following formats: 

o Slides in Powerpoint  format (.ppt) 

o Slides in PDF format (.pdf) 

o Slides in JPG format (.jpg) 

o Slides manually transcribed are available in ‘Transcriber’ format (.trs).  

In the case of Videolecture.NET lectures, for some of the videos slides are available in PPT 

format. For other videos slides are available only in PDF or JPG format. The PDF and PPT files 

contain the whole slide show (multiple slides), whereas each JPG file contains a single slide. 

The highest quality of content extracted can be expected from PPT format. Thus if a PPT file 

was available, the content of the slides was extracted from the PPT file. The content of each 

slide was extracted separately. If no PPT file was available the slides were extracted from the 

PDF file if present, otherwise from JPG files.   

Furthermore the text quality extracted from the slides depends on the content of the slides. 

Pictures, tables, formulas and other graphical elements result in poor textual material. 

However it can be expected that the content of the slides is still valuable to enrich the 

vocabulary with the most important words of the lecture, in case they are missing from the 

base vocabulary. 

 Tokenization: During tokenization the text is split into sentences, the casing at the 

beginning of the sentence is corrected and punctuation is removed. 
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 Normalization: A rule-based language specific sentence and word normalization is 

applied for different phenomena like date, time, or currency. Normalization is 

currently available for English and Spanish. For Slovenian the generic rules need to be 

adapted to language modeling requirements. 

In the case of poliMedia, slides are embedded into the video stream and are not available as a 

separated file. For this reason, poliMedia videos were preprocessed by the usual Matterhorn  

workflow to detect when new slides are shown and to extract text material from slides using 

the Tesseract OCR module of Matterhorn.   

In order to evaluate the OCR module integrated into Matterhorn, the slides of 24 videos 

corresponding to the test set defined in WP6 were manually transcribed and timestamped. As 

a result of this evaluation, we discovered that only 57% of the slides were correctly detected 

and OCR performance measured in terms of Word Error Rate (WER) was 80% for those slides 

correctly detected. This figure decreases to 69% when computing WER at the lecture level, 

considering all slides as a single large slide.. 

The low performance in text extraction from slides in poliMedia led us to manually transcribe 

and timestamp the slides of the 26 videos included in the development set defined in WP6, so 

that we could consider a best case scenario in our ASR evaluation assuming optimal OCR 

performance. 

Table 1 lists the number of videos with slides in JPG, PPT and PDF format that were processed. 

The processed data are provided for the partners on an ftp-server.  

 

  Number of 

all Videos 

Videos with 

JPG Slides 

Videos with 

PDF Slides 

Videos with 

PPT Slides 

Videos 

without 

Slides 

English 8,613 315 3,324 1,668 3,311 

Spanish 6,500 5,469 - - 1,031 

Slovenian 853 8 160 155 531 

 Table 1: Number of videos with slides in JPG, PPT and PDF format that were processed.  

 

4.2  Additional material downloaded from the Internet 
The download of material from the Internet was done by setting up Google search requests for 

the author names, lecture categories and keywords. The search was limited to documents free 

to use, share and modify even commercially.  From the returned results the first five links were 

downloaded.  Table 2 provides the number of authors, categories and keywords for which 

documents were searched. 
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  Author Category Keyword 

English 5.324 314 139 

Spanish 1.059 571 4.8762 

Slovenian 610 No Slovenian  

Categories available 

No Slovenian 

Keywords available 

 Table 2: Number of authors, categories and keywords for which documents were 

searched. 

                                                            
2 Some keywords were removed from the list because they were to general e.g. matematicas or not 
characterising the content of the lecture e.g. actividad.  
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5. Manual Transcriptions and Translations  

For the training, adaptation and evaluation of transcription and translation models huge 

amounts of transcribed audios, and parallel text are needed.   

According to Annex 1 (DOW), we planned to transcribe in Task 2.2 20 hours of Spanish lectures 

and 35 hours of Slovenian lectures. For English, transcription of lectures was considered less 

important due to the fact that for English a reasonable amount of transcribed data that could 

be used for the project was already available. However, at project start UPV could make 

available for the project 106 hours of manually transcribed Spanish lectures. Thus it was 

decided to transcribe 20 hours of English lectures from VideoLectures.NET instead of 20 hours 

of Spanish lectures. 

Table 3 summarises the amount of transcribed audios available at project start, the amount of 

lectures manually transcribed by DDS and the resulting amount of transcribed data after 

month 6 of the project. 

Language  Available at project start 

(# lectures / # hours) 

Transcriptions done by 

DDS (# lectures / # hours) 

Available after month 6 

(# lectures / # hours) 

English 246 / 85 27 / 20 274 / 105 

Slovenian 0 / 0 42 / 35 42 / 35 

Spanish 705 / 106 0 / 0 705 / 106 

Table 1: Status of manual transcriptions 

The Spanish transcriptions provided by UPV follow the transcription guidelines described in 

Annex A.3. For the videos selected the authors granted open access to their content, which 

can be used by the research community beyond the scope of the transLectures project. 

JSI provided 246 English lectures with English subtitles corresponding to 85 hours of speech. 

Verbatim transcriptions including sentence and word cut-offs, hesitations and other 

spontaneous speech phenomena are best suited for the training of acoustic models for speech 

transcription. Subtitles do not usually contain such phenomena but are ‘cleaned up’ and it is 

unclear to what extend they can be used for training, adaptation and evaluation. 

Furthermore according to Annex 1 (DOW) we planned to translate 8 hours of English into 

French, German, Slovenian and Spanish, 35 hours of Slovenian into English and 20 hours of 

Spanish into English. UPV already provided 7 hours of Spanish data translated into English. 

Thus it was decided to split the amount of data more equally among the language pairs as 

follows: translate 16 hours of English data into French and German, 12 hours of English data 

into Spanish, 8 hours of English data into Slovenian and 35 hours of Slovenian data into 

English. Additionally JSI provided 73 English lectures with Slovenian subtitles. 

Table 4 summarizes the amount of translated lectures available at project start, the amount of 

lectures manually translated by DDS and the resulting amount of translated data after month 6 

of the project. 
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Language 

Pair 

Available at project start 

(# lectures / # hours) 

Translations done by DDS 

(# lectures / # hours) 

Available after month 

6 (# lectures / # hours) 

En  Fr 0 / 0 23 / 16 23 / 16 

En  De 0 / 0 14 / 16 14 / 16 

En  Es 0 / 0 14 / 12 14 / 12 

En  Sl 0 / 0 10 / 8 10 / 8 

Es  En 0 / 0 0 / 0 50 / 7 

Sl  En 73 / 7 42 / 35 115 / 42 

Table 2: Status of manual translations 

5.1 Selection of Videos for Manual Transcription and Translation  
In the following the selection process of the lectures to be manually transcribed and translated 

is described. 

The main criteria for selecting lectures were to get sets of data that are representative of the 

repository and that are suited for the purpose of training, adapting and evaluating 

transcription and translation models. Based on a list of all videos and the subset of the videos 

with synced slides and subtitles provided by JSI, the lectures were selected taking the following 

criteria into account: 

- Most popular lectures have higher priority 

- Lectures with time aligned slides have higher priority 

- Select two or more lectures per category 

- Top ranked topic categories have higher priority   

The following aspects could not be taken into account: 

- We don’t have information whether a speaker is native or not. Especially for the 

English lectures the percentage of non-native speakers might be high.  

- Male and female speakers are not equally distributed because there are much less 

female than male speakers in the repositories.  

- No information on the conference or recording environment was available. 

Selection process:  

The lectures were selected manually to reflect above criteria. 

1. The highest priority was given to lectures from the most frequent categories. 82 % of 

the English lectures and 57 % of the Slovenian lectures are assigned to a category. We 

assumed that the category distribution for the known categories is representative of 

the entire repository. English lectures from the 10 top-ranked (with respect to 

quantity) and Slovenian lectures from the 14 top-ranked categories were selected.  

For English, Computer Science lectures make up more than 40% of the lectures, 

therefore about one third of the selected lectures are from this category.   
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2. The next priority was given to select lectures that were viewed most frequently within 

a category and have synced slides. For Slovenian, for less frequent categories this was 

not always possible: 10 of the selected lectures have no synced slides. 

3. A minimum of two lectures per category were selected. 

4. Lectures only up to two hours were selected in order to prevent biasing the data 

towards a specific topic and speaker.  

Review of lectures with respect to audio quality:  

In a second step the audio quality of the selected lectures was checked by listening to random 

samples of the lectures. Lectures that are not suited to train speech recognition models (e.g. 

distorted recordings, very poor recording quality, or frequent disturbing background noise) 

were eliminated. These lectures were replaced by others with similar characteristics. 

Altogether 4 English and 12 Slovenian were replaced by other lectures. 

Selected lectures: 

27 English lectures from 10 categories were selected for transcription, totaling up to 20 hours 

of speech. From these 23 lectures (16 hours) were selected for manual translation into French 

and German. 14 lectures (12 hours) were selected for manual translation into Spanish and 10 

lectures (8 hours) for translation into Slovenian.  

42 Slovenian lectures from 14 categories were selected for manual transcription and 

translation into English.  

Appendix A.1 and A.2 show the detailed lists of selected lectures. 

5.2 Manual Transcription 
As part of WP2, a small but significant amount of lectures was scheduled for manual 

transcription using expert linguists so as to provide in-domain datasets for training, adaptation 

and internal evaluations. This work was undertaken by DDS. 

The exact amount of videos to be manually transcribed was decided on the basis of already 

available transcriptions. After discussions between the consortium partners the decisions 

presented in Table 1 were taken. 

Further items that had to be decided in relation to this task were: 

- the tool that would be used to create the transcriptions; 

- the guidelines that would be followed in doing so; 

- the selection of videos that would be transcribed in each language.  

 

The tool: It was decided that the tool used for the transcriptions would be the freely available 

software Transcriber 1.5.1 downloadable from 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/trans/files/transcriber/1.5.1/. The selection of this tool was 

made on the basis that already available transcriptions were also created using this tool, hence 
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it would be necessary for consistency reasons that DDS also used the same tool for the videos 

the company would transcribe. 

Transcription guidelines: JSI, UPV and EML provided transcription guidelines that they had 

been using for such work. Using those as the basis, DDS compiled a set of transcription 

guidelines to be followed in Task 2.2, which were discussed and approved by the consortium. 

These guidelines were continuously updated in the course of the WP, as further issues came 

up during the actual work, some being language specific. The agreed transcription guidelines 

are provided in Appendix A.4. 

Selection of videos to transcribe: The RTD partners were in charge of the selection of the 

videos to be manually transcribed by DDS. Selection of the final videos was made on the basis 

of subject matter (that the category distribution for the known categories is representative for 

the whole repository), popularity of videos, audio quality, and availability of time-aligned slides 

as described in section 5.1. The selection of English and Slovenian videos to transcribe was 

finalised in January 2012.  

During the course of this work, DDS staff had to undergo a period of training to get used to the 

transcription tool (Transcriber 1.5.1) and the specific transcription guidelines agreed for 

transLectures. This period of training resulted in a considerable increase of the effort required 

to produce the manual transcriptions as compared to the original estimations. 

The selected videos have now been transcribed in their entirety and have been uploaded to 

the SVN for the RTD partners to access by the end of M6 (April 2012). 

5.3  Manual Translation 
As previously mentioned, a small but significant amount of lectures was scheduled for manual 

translations using expert linguists as part of WP2, so as to provide in-domain datasets for 

training, adaptation and internal evaluations. This work was undertaken by DDS. 

The exact amount of videos to be manually translated was decided on the basis of already 

available translations. After discussions between the consortium partners the decisions 

presented in Table 2 were taken. 

Further items that had to be decided in relation to this task were: 

- the tool that would be used to create the translations; 

- the guidelines that would be followed in doing so; 

- the selection of videos that would be translated in each language pair.  

 

The tool: It was decided that the tool used for the translations would be the freely available 

software Transcriber 1.5.1 downloadable from 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/trans/files/transcriber/1.5.1/. The selection of this tool was 

made on the basis that the source texts for the translations would be some of the 

transcriptions DDS would be providing and which would already be available in the Transcriber 

.trs format.  
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Translation guidelines: The discussion on the translation guidelines to be followed mainly 

focused on the treatment of unconventional content in the source files, i.e. treatment of 

annotations, repetitions, silences, capitalization and treatment of numerals. The agreed 

translation guidelines are provided in Appendix A.5. 

Selection of videos to transcribe: The RTD partners were in charge of the selection of the 

videos to be manually translated by DDS. Selection of the final videos to translate was made by 

choosing the most representative files from the English and Slovenian videos that DDS 

undertook to transcribe as described in section 5.1. The selection of videos to translate was 

finalized in January 2012.  

DDS staff had to undergo a period of training to get used to work with Transcriber for the 

translation work, deal with transcription annotations and oral speech elements, and devote 

more time than expected to translate highly specialized texts.  All these issues were 

successfully tackled, but did result in a considerable increase of the effort required to produce 

the manual translations as compared to the original estimations. For this reason, final 

translations were available by the end of M7 (May 2012) instead of the end of M6 (April 2012) 

as originally planned. 
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A. Appendix 

A.1. English Lectures Selected for Manual Transcription and 

Translation  
In the following table the English lectures for manual transcription and translation are given.  

id Category Nb. of views  Gender Transcr. / category Transl.  
En -> Fr 
En -> De 
16 h 

Transl.  
En -> Es 
12 h 

Transl.  
En -> Sl 
8 h 

1546 
Computer Science 

33942 M 6:36:45 x x   

2029 10006 M       

2761 10719 F x x x 

1888 4442 M x     

2177 8060 M       

5123 
Business 

356 M 2:02:14 x x x 

4006 1529 F x   x 

6716 454 M x     

14281 498 F x x   

6789 
Physics 

1316 M   
  

1:37:44 

x x x 

4114 1168 F x x   

13245 360 M       

3698 
Mathematics 

2194 M   
  

1:16:51 

x x x 

4274 1691 M x     

6730 876 M x x   

3795 
Technology 

3303 F   
0:40:56 

x     

3804 2513 M x x x 

1005 
Science 

2597 M   
1:44:50 

x x x 

677 2034 M x     

3588 
Society 

369 M   
1:20:46 

x     

2302 646 F x x x 

9977 
Biology 

 

1494 F   
1:36:55 

x x x 

3607 499 F x     

4948 
Computers 

1035 M   
1:59:55 

x x x 

13113 1029 M       

3949 
Arts 

547 M   
1:06:54 

x     

3731 545 M x x   

Sum    20:03:50 16:08:33 11:55:46 8:06:57 
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A.2. Slovenian Lectures Selected for Manual Transcription and 

Translation  
In the following table the Slovenian lectures for manual transcription and translation are given.  

id Category Nb. of views  Gender Transcr. / category 

12616 
Biology 

217 M  3:10:29 

12818 259 M 

10008 308 M 

7496 
Humanities 

370 M   
  

2:29:54 
11764 219 F 

14796 214 M 

7495 183 F 

7494 173 F 

2347 
Business 

910 M  2:34:39 

2354 178 M 

9657 
Science 

109 M  2:03:23 

2486 187 M 

10017 
Arts 

232 F   
  

 2:22:33 
3718 293 M 

3703 125 M 

15191 397 M 

4089 
Technology 

231 M   
  

 2:50:11 
6838 480 M 

12369 287 F 

10047 238 M 

14620 
Mathematics 

427 M  2:53:04 

14769 335 M 

14996 
Computer_Science 

251 M   
 3:35:46 12431 290 M 

11063 682 M 

14128 
Events 

377 M  1:25:50 

14939 158 M 

3319 
Physics 

468 M  1:49:22 

15281 173 M 

3782 
Law 

202 M   
  
   

2:21:30 

3775 190 M 

12208 104 F 

12210 98 M 

3847 187 F 

10582 
Education 

134 F    
2:26:25 10027 398 F 

14986 169 M 

2388 
History 

1029 M  2:27:33 

2848 624 M 

10021 
Economics 

116 M    
2:28:38 143 109 M 

6850 366 M 

Total    34:59:17 
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A.3. Transcription Guidelines for poliMedia 
This is a brief set of guidelines to transcribe poliMedia videos. 

3.1 Before transcribing 

Usually Polimedia videos use the mp4 video format. In order to use the transcription software 
we need the wav format. To convert them we will use the ffmpeg tool with the following 
command: 

ffmpeg –i  <input>.mp4  <output>.wav 

Note that ffmpeg uses extensions to know the source and target formats so it is mandatory to 
specify them. 

3.2 Software 

In order to transcribe, the software Transcriber 1.5.1 will be used. It is included in most Linux 
distributions. You can also obtain it from:  

http://trans.sourceforge.net  

3.3 Basic transcription guidelines 

When possible, each segment must represent a complete meaningful sentence. Silences 
between sentences use a new segment with the tag: 

[sonido de fondo] 

All transcriptions must have, at least, one speaker. The speaker mode, planned or 
spontaneous, must be indicated in its name. The speaker name must have the prefix sp- for 
spontaneous speakers and p- for planned speakers.  

Examples: 

p-Narrator 

sp-CristinaJorda 

In the case of Polimedia videos, all the speakers are spontaneous. Speaker gender 
(male/female) is also specified. If there are several speakers, it is mandatory to use a new turn 
whenever there is a speaker change.  

Language phenomena (doubts, repetitions, silences, etc.) are annotated using the pattern: 

 /what the speaker says/what he wanted to say/ 

For example: 

 Incorrect pronunciations 

Speaker utters: ... there was a 'prublem' with... 

Transcription: ... there was a /prublem/problem/ with... 

Explanation: he said 'prublem' but he wanted to say 'problem'. 

 Repetitions  

Speaker utters: ... there was a a a problem with... 

Transcription: ... there was a /a// /a// problem with...  

Explanation: The second and third 'a' should not be uttered). 
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 Doubts  

Speaker utters: ... there was a hmmmm problem with... 

Transcription: ... there was a /m// problem with... 

Speaker utters: ... there was a eeeeeehh problem with... 

Transcription: ... there was a /e// problem with... 

Speaker utters: ... there was (long silence) a problem with ... 

Transcription: ... there was /SF// a problem with... 

Explanation: Fixed set of tokens to represent doubts. 

 

Words in other languages are transcribed so that they can be uttered: 

Speaker utters: ... there was a coup d'êtat in... 

Transcription: ... there was a /koo day tah/coup d'êtat/... 

 

Numbers, variable names and equations must be written out in words. For example: 

Speaker utters: ... two thousand and two... 

Speaker utters: ...three squared plus two... 
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 A.4. Transcription Guidelines for Videolecture.NET 
1. The transcriber tool (Transcriber 1.5.1) is used for all transcriptions.  

- All transcriptions will be UTF-8 encoded. 

- For all segments begin and end time markers are set. Please use speaker turn 
labels to indicate segment ends. To turn on the ‘Speaker turn label’ function, click 
‘Segmentation’ > ‘Create turn…’ 

2. Always transcribe what was said.  

- Transcribe orthographically correct.  

- Don’t correct grammar.  

- Do not capitalize at the beginning of a sentence (see example in 3.). 

- Separate punctuation by a white space from preceding word (see example in 3.). 

- If a punctuation mark is spoken, it will be transcribed as word and not as 
punctuation mark.  

Examples:  

     ‘gonna’  simply transcribe ‘gonna’ and not ‘/gonna/going to/’ 

        Wrong acronyms (e.g. PCA when PCD should be used)  
   transcribe what was said, e.g.  ‘PCA PCD space’, not ‘/PCA/PCD// PCD space’ 

        When speaker corrects himself  

   transcribe what was said, e.g.  
  ‘visualisations is are specifically’ not ‘visualisations /is/are// are specifically’. 

3. When possible, each segment must represent a complete meaningful sentence. 

Example: 
            Correct:   this is a complete , meaningful sentence . 
            Incorrect: this is a complete , 
                  meaningful sentence . 

4. Letters and spelled out words: each letter will be individually typed uppercased, 
separated from the other letter by a space. 
Example: my name is Smith S M I T H 

- For acronyms (e.g.: USA, NSA), the individual letters will not be separated by 
spaces. 

5. Numbers, digits, ordinals, variable names, equations: 

- Numbers, digits and ordinals will be transcribed as words. 
Examples: four hundred eighteen, forty-fourth, two thousand and two 

- Decimals are not written numerically. 
Example: two point six 

- Variables are transcribed as word. 
Examples: epsilon, lambda, … 

- Equations must be written out in words as they are spoken. 

Example:  
  Speaker says: …P equals N over V times R  T … 
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  Correct Transcription: … P equals N over V times R  T … 
  Incorrect Transcription: P=(n/V)(RT) 

- Zero, when pronounced “oh”, must be transcribed with “oh” 

Example: X.509  must be transcribed /X five oh nine / X.509 / 

- Proprietary names must be spelled out and /x/y/ notation must be used. 

Example: Web 2.0 must be transcribed /Web two dot oh/web 2.0/ 

Further Examples: three squared plus two, seven point three minus three point 
eight 

6. All transcriptions must have, at least, one speaker. Speakers can be created by clicking the 
initial tag "(no speaker)" at the beginning of the transcription. The following information 
must be defined if available: 

- Speaker first and last name. 

- Gender (male/female). 

- Native/non-native. If non-native: accent (if possible). For Slovenian audio files, use 
“Slovenian” instead of “Native”. 

- If there are several speakers, it is mandatory to use a new turn whenever there is a 
speaker change. A new turn can be created from menu or pressing Ctrl+t . 

7. Incomprehensible passages will be marked with the respective transcriber feature. 

8. The following non-speech events are transcribed with respective transcriber features:  

1. Hesitations (voiced sounds). Please note that only non-words should be marked as 
hesitations. Both British and American spelling is fine as long as there is 
consistency and all instances are marked as hesitations. 

2. Speaker noise (unvoiced sounds): lip smack etc. Exception: do not annotate 
breaths. 

3. Non-stationary noise: (door slam, window, ...)  

4. Music 

5. Chatter and noise: Use ctrl+b for background noise and annotate it as speech and 
noise. This appears in Transcriber as ((o-))((-o)) 

9. Long silences (more than a second) in the middle of or between sentences are treated as 
follows: 

- Insert a new segment with the tag: ~LONGSIL 

Note: if there is a long silence half way through a sentence, use ~LONGSIL within a 
segment. Create a new segment only when the silence falls between sentences. 

10. Long pauses: Click ‘Segmentation’ > ‘Create turn…’ (type = nontrans) and when silence is 
over start a new (transcribed) section. 

11. Speech disfluencies: for such language phenomena we will use the / / / notation, that can 
be summarized as: /what the speaker says/what the speaker wanted to say/ 
It is easier to understand when seeing some examples: 

- Incorrect pronunciation: the speaker utters something incorrectly. Incorrect 
pronunciations are only transcribed for native speakers! 
Example: 
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    Speaker says: ... there was a 'prublem' with ... 

Transcription: ... there was a /prublem/problem/ with ... 

Explanation: The speaker pronounce 'prublem' but he wanted to say 'problem' 

- Foreign words: for words, titles, etc. in foreign languages that are pronounced 
different from English (or Slovenian respectively) pronunciation rules, the same / / / 
notation will be used.  
Example: 

Speaker says: ... there was a coup d'êtat in ... 

Transcription: ... there was a /koo day tah/coup d'êtat/ ... 

- Repetition: the speaker, unintentionally, repeats a word or expression.  
Example: 

Speaker says: ... there was a a a problem with... 

Transcription: ... there was a /a// /a// problem with ... 

Explanation: The second and third 'a' were uttered but should not appear in the 
transcription. 

Or we transcribe: ... there was /a a a/a/ problem with ... 

Explanation: The speaker said three 'a' but he just wanted to say one. 

Do not label as repetition if it’s interrupted by hesitation or cut off. 

Example: 

  performed every day b~ by [hes-]er[-hes] by the employees 

  the s~ the same goes for software testing 

- Word cut-offs: are marked by a ~  

Example: 

Speaker says: … can we meet on Thurs Friday 

Transcription: … can we meet on Thurs~ Friday … 

Note: ~ should only be attached to words that are cut-off and not when the audio cuts 
in halfway through a sentence.  

Do not start a new segment after a ‘sentence cut-off’. 

Discourse markup: Do not use discourse markup 

Labels for sections:  Use ‘report’ for speech and ‘nontrans’ for longer pauses/noise/music. 

Quotation marks: (Reported speech) Avoid quote marks if possible, but where unavoidable, 
transcribe quotes like other punctuation marks (first letter in lowercase) with spaces between 
the quote and the quotation marks, for example:  “ you should do it like this . “  

Foreign Dialogue: leave foreign dialogue untranscribed (but labeled) in a separate section 
entitled nontrans. 

Overlapping speech: Annotate using the Transcriber’s overlapping speech function (two 
speaker will appear in the same segment). 

Slovenian lectures: Use correct grammatical spelling for colloquial terms. 
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A.5. Translation Guidelines 

1. The transcriber tool (Transcriber 1.5.1) is used for all translations and the final files are in 
the .trs format.  

2. Orthographical standards:  Please use correct orthographical standards and normal 
capitalisation conventions per language in all languages.  

3. Annotations: 

a) Cases of annotations that appear within square brackets, with speech elements in 
between or not (e.g. hesitations [hes-]erm[-hes], coughs [toux en fond]), etc)  

=> these can automatically be removed in the transcribed files and they will not be 
reproduced in the translated files. 

b) Cases of repetitions followed by silences, where the ~ mark is used   

=> In such cases repetitions and cut-offs will be translated, so as not to cause any problems 
with the alignment. 

Example:  "but if it is a hu~ it is a human, how do you know it's human?" 
            "mais si c'est un hu~ si c'est un humain, comment est-ce qu'on sait que c'est  

  un humain ?". 

c) LONGSILs  => Do not include them in the target text as these need to be removed from 
the source text before word alignment. 

4. Numbers, digits, etc: Follow the style in the transcriptions (i.e. full words if it’s in full words 
in the source text, numbers if it’s in numbers in the source text) for consistency. 
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B. Acronyms 
 

UPVLC Universitat Politècnica de València 

XRCE XEROX Research Center Europe 

JSI Josef Stefan Institute 

K4A Knowledge for All Foundation 

RWTH RWTH Aachen University 

EML European Media Laboratory GmbH 

DDS Deluxe Digital Studios Limited 

 


